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ANDREW GRAHAM - AUSTRALIAN WINE REVIEW 2021 - 94 POINTSAUSTRALIAN WINE REVIEW 2021 - 94 POINTS

“It’s a little sullen at first, but that’s more a representation of the layers and layers to navigate. Ripe, almost 
glacé red fruit in a glossy form, the palate initially reserved but it gets more raspberried and more expansive 
as it travels through your mouth, before a finish that casts some background oak sweetness with welcome 
meaty Grenache character. It’s just a little warm, but for complexity and carry alone this is a winner – it feels 
considered, unhurried, detailed. Impressive.”

GLOBAL ORGANIC MASTERS 2020 - DRINKS BUSINESS MAGAZINE - MASTER 92+GLOBAL ORGANIC MASTERS 2020 - DRINKS BUSINESS MAGAZINE - MASTER 92+

“Medium to light ruby. Another lovely red fruit, open, ripe berry scented nose with some sweet vanilla 
Delicious. Juicy, masses of cherry and strawberry, ripe, fleshy, but not heavy, also some freshness, touch of dry 
tannin giving bit of grip. Quite warming alcohol on finish. Hard not drink. With masses of tannin, dense. But 
wine not heavy. Only downside is the warming alc. lovely wine. very fine.” 
 
JAMES SUCKLING - WWW.JAMESSUCKLING.COM - JUNE 2020 - 90 POINTS

“This has rich and bright, ripe red-fruit aromas and flavors with a very intense, red-plum palate, at the riper end 
of the grenache fruit zone. Smooth tannins. Drink now.” 
 
  WINE ENTHUSIAST MAGAZINE  -  BUYING GUIDE - JUNE/JULY 2020 - 91 POINTS

This Grenache, from Angove’s oldest block of organic vines, requires some time in the glass or decanter to 
fully reveal itself. When it does, the ripe red-berry fruit is vibrant, the florals pretty and the use of whole bunch 
apparent in the form of cocktail bitters. Accents of mushroom, earth and vanilla add character. The palate is 
tightly wound and austere, but the silky, plush fruit is there behind the taut, granular tannins, hinting at an 
elegance that will emerge with time. 
  
  
  
  
  
  
AWARDS:AWARDS:

Drinks Business Global Organic Masters 2021 - Silver   
Global Organic Masters 2020 - The Drinks Business Magazine - Master
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